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ABSTRACT
Long-wave radiation loss maps, based on Explorer
1'11 mtrasurements of terrestrial radiation at night, are analyzed
and compared with composite nephanalyses and frontal analyses. Results indicate a definite relationship between the
radiation centers and their corresponding surface low and high pressure centers, their locations, 24-hour intensifications and movements, and the conformity of these movements to the 500-mb. geostrophic
flow. Some of the potential
applications to analysis and forecasting are noted.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. LONG-WAVE RADIATION LOSS MAPS

RADIATIONOBSERVATIONS
Tlle radiation-balance experiment aboard the TnternationalGeophysical
Yearsatellite,
1959 Iota (Explorer
Tllesat'ellite's orbit is irlclined 50.3' tothe eart,h's
VII) was developed by a University of T;li'isconsin t'earn equator and varies in altitude from 1,100 km. a t apogee
and is described in [8].
to 550 km. a t perigee. During the period studied, early
The primary purpose of t'he experiment is to measure December 1959, t'he satellite carrle out of the sun a t 50'
the solar, reflected, and terrestrial radiation currel1t.s to S . ,traveled southeastward and entered the sunlight zone
obtain the radiant heat flow to and from the earth, arid intheSout'hcrnHemisphere.Theorbital
period is 101
ultimately toobtain
a clearer
underst,nnding
of the minut,es andradiationobservationsaretakenevery
42
driving force behindthecirculation
of the atmosphere.
seconds, during which t'he satellite travels 2 . 5 O of latitude
Observations of the long-wave radiationcurrents from (fig. 1). Limitations of thisorbitaretherestriction
of
theshadow zone portion of the earth measured by the
observationsto between 50' N. and S., the variation
omnidirectional bolometer were used
to draw composite of local t'irne along the orbit, and scarcity of observations
radiation loss maps.Therelationship
o f t'llese maps t'o at, lower latitudes.
othermeteorologicalanalyses
and parameters and their
The spherical sensor integrates the radiation received
application to analysis and forecastingare described in from the entire field of view. The amount received from
this paper.
a unit area of the earth is weighted according to its position with respect t'o t8he satellite, being inversely propor1 This research was supported by the National Aeronautics andSpace Administration
tional t80 thesquare of the distancefrom the point on
under contract no. NASw-65 and the National Academyof Sciences as part of thc International Geophysical Year.
etlrt,h tot'hesatellitmeanddirectlyproportional
tothe
2 A portionof the matrrial contained
in this paperis from a thesis hy Melvin Weinsttin
cosine of t'he anglebetween the local zenith and a
line
o f the requircmentsfor the degree of Master of Science a t
submitted in partial fulfillment
the Universit] of Wis2onsin.
to the satellite as observedfrom
that
point
131. For
3 Pressnt address Air Weather Service Mcmbrr, Meteorological Satellite Laboratory,
example, at satellite altit'ude of 700 km. the t>otal radius
U.S. Weather Bureau, Washington 25, D.C.
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FIGURE
1.-Long-wave

radiation loss map, December 1, 1959. Lines are isolangleys, connecting equal long-wave radiation
loss values in
Langleys per minute x 10-3. Surface pressure centers and fronts are composite to the satellite passage time. Surface pressure centers,
marked by circles, are designated Lfor Low and H for High, plus an Arabic number (thusL-1). Radiation centers, marked by squares,
are distinguished from surface centers by the inclusion of R (thus L R - 1 is radiation Low number 1 which is associated with surface
Low L-1). Satellite observation points and orbit path are shown by dots.
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FIGURE
2.-Composite

nephanalysis,December 1, 1959, based on 0000,0600, and 1200 OMT surface maps. Overcast
(OVC) areas are
enclosed within solid lines. Broken lines separate the clear to scattered (SCTL)) areas from the broken, 5 / 8 t o 7 / 8 (BRKN). Wavy
is unknown due to lackof data. Arrows show regions of maximum winds, from the 0000 CMT,
lines indicate the actual cloud area edge
300-mb. chart.
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of the circular area viewed on the earthis 25.8' of latitude
(2,855 km.)measuredfromt,hesubsatellitepoint,.
However, 50 percent of the radiation comes from a rcdat8ivcly
small area whose radius is 6.6' of latit'udeand which
comprises only 7.6 percent of tlhe tot,al 8reiL viewed.
Nine-tenths of the radiat,ion comes fromonly 33.2 percent of the area viewed [4]. As a result, the changesin
radiationareheavilyweight'cdtowardtheareajust>
below the satellite.
The surface of the earthor of a cloud radiatcs essent8i:tlly
as u black body. A portion of thisradiation is transmittedthroughthe
at,rnosphere andt8heremainder
is
absorbed byatmospheric gases,principally
CO,, HzO,
and 03. Theatmosphere
itself reradiat'cs encrgy. In
fact, most of tBhe energy leavingt'he t'op of t h e rttrnospllcrc
comes fromtheatmospllereitself.Nocturnal
ratlitLt,iorl
nleasurements were used in t,his study becarlse radio
reception from the satellite is much better :tt night when
there is greater ionospheric t'ransparency.This
result's
in more data andbet'ter globalcoverage.
I n addition,
calculationsfor
the nightt'irne case are rnucll simpler
because the white hemisphere is measuring only long-w:tvc
radiation.
The bolometer is a t,hin hemispherical shell thermally
isolated from a mirror large enough so that no part of the
satellitme
itself is seen by the bolornet8er. Since t'he satellite
is spinning rapidly on an axis parallel to t h e mirror surface,
the hemispherical bolometer acts like a sphere in space.
The heat t'ransfer by conduction and long-wave radiation
to t'he mirror is small but not, negligible comparedto
radiativetransfer
front theearth
and t'o space. Tllc
energy balanceequation
foraspinningmirror-bwketl

where Ii is t'he tBot8al radiation received
by the bolomet'er,
p is t'lle solid angle to t h e earth, a and e are the infrared
absorptivit,y anti emissivity of the sensor, u tmbe StefanBoltzrnarm constant, H atermequivalent
to the t,ime
const,:mt of t,he sensor, and K the therrnal conductivity
bct'ween the t'ernperntures of t'ha sensor (T,) and the
mirror (T,) .
Actu:dly H is a function of temperature bec,ause the
heat t8rarlsferproccss, principally radiation, is t'emperature
dependent,. K is also temperaturedependent
because
there is radiation exchangebetweent'heinside
of t'he
hemisphereandt'he mount,. However, in orderto simplify the hand cdculntions, both11 and K are assumed to
bc constant.Even
so, since a=e frorn Kirchoff's law,
t,llc value of the first, term in t'lle brackets, the great'est of
t h e three, is determined by t'he absolute temperature T,.
A most pessimist'ic value of its error would be fl "C.;
i t more likely vitluc is about one-fourth of that,. However,
e v e n a n error of 1" C. would give rise to a11 error of only
2.5 percent i n the f i r m 1 value of Ii . The satellite
dtit8udeand t,herefore t'he solid angle 0 is known t o good
accurac>-. An error of 100 percent in K will give an error
of 10 percent in the final result. Finally, while at equilibrium the second term goes to zero, it might besignificant

T
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just as t8hesatellite comes out of t h e sun. One is t,c:npted
to say, therefore, that the radiation values at 50' N. arc
probably too high. Our feeling is that it is best to await8
the more complete calculations being done on a computer.
However, it will be a surprise if t,lley differ by more than
10 percent from what, we are showing here. I n an; case

these results are sufficient t,o show c,hanges in the patterns
of outgoing radiat,ion.
Thustheradiat,ionobservation
values used inthe
long-wave rndiat8ionmaps are probably wit8hirl10 percent
of t,heabsolut'evalues.However,
the values for three
maps which do not cover t h e colnplet'e hemisphere should
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6-500-mh.

m:p, 1200 CMT, Ikcembcr 2, 1950.

not be used for cornptwison wit,ll average hemispheric
values. From a synoptic point' of view, the radiat'ion
observations are extremely useful because they are comparable to each other relat,ively so t'Ilat the radiat8ion
ptttt8ernsand t'heir continuity have meaning.
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

423

rtdiat8ion andysis in t'hose area3 w;lerc. tlat#awere sparse.
Whilcnot, an ideal rnct,hotl, it was considered bestin
t8hesefcw, early ratliation maps to permit as much study
11s possible of their
potential
vwlue. With increased
clerwityof radiation observations,a completely independent
r:tdiation map could be drawn.
I t is interest,ing to note t,hat in t'hose large sec,t,ionsof
t'he oceans m d Tropics where there are no surface observtttions for a nephanalysis, the major sourcc of dat'a was
thc st~t~ellit~e radiation observations.
Because of the large
gaps between orbitpathsintheTropics,interpolation
in drtLwing isolangleys is difficult. Here 24-hour continuit,\- in radiation observations proves invdu&le.

Because the spherical sensor integratestheradiation
over a large segment of the eart'h, it' is possible to draw
a cornposit'e radiationrnap using data fromsuccessive
satellite orbit pat'hs, even t,houghthere is a t,irrledifference
of 1 hourand 40 nlinutesbet8ween orbitpaths.
Lines
of equd long-wave radiation loss, in Langleys per minute
IOp3 (isolangleys) aredrawn on t8heraditt8ionmtp,
3. RADIATIONMAPFEATURESANDRELATIONSHIPS
using thesame principles as t8hose for drawingisobars
on a surfacemap or contourson an upper airmap.
Thc fact that,clouds dominate in determining the radiaSince the radiation maps are
not, synoptic, cornpositme t'ion pattern is apparent whencomparing the radiat'ion
surface frontalandnephanalysismaps,
which coincide anttl>ws (figs. 1, 4, and 7) with t,he nephnnalyses (figs. 2,
as closely as possible wit'h the times of t'he radiation 5 , 8) inthose arws nort,h of 40' N. where dat'a were
observations, are const,ructed based on Xationttl Weather sufficient
for
their
independent
analysis.
Since most
Analysis Center analysez. The conlposit,e nephana1;vsis rnid-l%titutle cxt,ensive cloud systems of variable vert8ical
is drawn sep:trat,ing overcastst,
broken, and clear to scattered development^ are caused by surface low pressure centers
areas. Fog and sky-obscured
reports
are considered and fronts, t'heresultingradiat'ion
map pat'terns also
Wherethesurface
Lowor front
as overcast. The lack of data over oceanic and tropical reflect t'hesesources.
areas is a limiting factor to bot,ll composite analyses.
is mostint,cnse, the cloud topsare higher and colder,
First theradiation rllaps were drawn as completely andthe out'goinglong-wave radiation is less. As the
cloud t'ops lower, the radiating temperature rises and the
and independentlyas
possible. The compositenephanal>-ses were then drawn.
I n t'he areas north of 35' N. amount of radiationmeasuredbythesatellit'e
sensor
to 40' N., where t'here weresufficient dat'a for independent increases. On t,he radiation map this results in a radiaradiationandnephanalyses,t'he
tion Low over t,he area of maximum cloud development,
close relat'ionshipbetween the two analyses was apparent'. Hence t,he nepha- arid higher isolangley values over the mea of lower cloud
nalrsis,whereavailable,
tops. The highestradiationreadings
was used t'o supplementthe
are found over

x
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FICURE
8.-Composite nephanalysis, December

t,hecentralandeast8ernsections
of surfaceHighswhere
clearscattered
to
conditions
generally
prevail.
available
Fromtheaboverelationships,one
would expect to
find theradiation low centereast, of t h e mid-latitude
surface low center and the radiation high center east, of
the mid-latitude surface high cent'er; and one does find

3, 1959. (See fig. 2 for legend.)

t'his occurring in 24 of t,he 25 cases for which data are
(fig. 11).
An example of the usualrelationship is radiation Lorn
L R - 1 , located southeast of surface Low L-1 andthe
associated Pacific occlusion on December 3 , 1959 (fig. 7).
I t is interesting t'o not,e that the orientation of the radiation
Unauthenticated | Downloaded 01/09/23 04:17 AM UTC

FIGURE
9.-500-mb.

map, 1200

Low andtroughparallelsthe
occlusion andarea
of
rnaxirnunl intensity, and the radiation pattern’sspiral-like
extension northwestward resembles TIROS cloud photographs of occlusions.
Inadditiontofrontallocation,theradiationtrough,
by itssharpnessandstrength
of isolangley gradient,
indicates frontal
intensity,
and
by
the
interdiurnal

GMT,

1)ccembrr 3, 1959.

changeinthesecriteria,%-hour
frontal changes. An
example is the cold front which starts innorthwestern
Canada from the remnantsof an old occlusion and extends
sout’hwest’ward intothe Pacific (fig. 1). The radiation
map correctly indicates that the front is stronger in the
region where its cloudsproduce L-R-4 and,thesharp
radiation trough to its southwest,weaker through the area
Unauthenticated | Downloaded 01/09/23 04:17 AM UTC
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where radiation High H-R-3 reflect's only clear to scattered clouds (fig. 2), and again more intense as it becomes
a warm front leading into the unstable wave
of surface
Low L-1 where the radiation trough strengthens toward
L-R-1. The weakening of theradiationtrough off the
Pacific coast on December 2 (fig. 4) reflects t'he decreased
activity of the surfac,e cold front.
Theentireradiat'iontroughpatternfrom
1,-R-4 to
L-R-I and
then
southwestward
resembles a cyclone
"family" and, in fact, is the radiation map
reflection of one.
The development of family ' h e ~ n b e r "L-1, from an unstable wave to an occlusion can also be followed on the
radiation maps during the succeeding days.
The arrows representingthepatternandlocation
of
maximum winds on the U.S. Weat'her Bureau 0000 GMT
300-mb. mapshave been plottedonthenephanalyses.
On December 1, 1959, (fig. 2) the maximunl upper wind
and frontal patterns conformed to that given by [lo] and
[2] for therelationship of thejetstreamto
a cyclone
family.
Again,
the
radiation
patterns
of Lows and
troughs show the same relationship to the jet stream as do
the surface Lows and fronts of the cyclone family.
Whilearadiat'ionLow
is usually the reflect'ion of a
surface Low or front, it can also be caused
by a cold or
snow surface or an extended sheet of high clouds. Both of
these sourcesmay generally be distinguishableby radiation
map analysis and continuity. There are no snow surfaces
indicated in this series of maps. However, it is very likely
that extendedsheets of highcloudscauscd
the tropical
radiation Lows which arenot
relat'ed to identifiable
synoptic features. Such large areas
of high clouds in the
Tropics have been reported by [I, 7, 5, 91. It is felt that if
there were sufficient radiationobservationsabove
an
easterly wave, the resulting radiation pattern would show
a minimum over the high clouds in the convergence area.
Synoptic data availabledonotindicateanyeasterly
waves for these dates.
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TABLE
I ."Smface and radiation center motions

Radiation
center

24-hr.
potion
(kt.)

Surface
center

24-hr.
motion
(kt.)

500-mh. geostrophic wind
-4t radiation
(kt.)

~

~~

Padiation center n-otion/I', center lo
(percent)
~~~

December 1-2, 1959

55
46
45

53
58
40
43

I l e c e r t c r 2-3, 1959

tioncentcr.
For example, radiation Low L-R-7 rnoved
from southeast to north-northeast of its intensifying surface Low from Decernbcr 2 to 3 , 1959 (fig. l l a ) . I h i t c d
data in the Pacific indicate that L-R-1 was located eastsoutheast of surface Low L-1 on December 1, moved to
itseast-northeast on the2d,andthen
to itssoutheast
after occlusion took place. On both dat'es L-1 deepened.
Reasonsforthelast'changearenot'readilyapparent.
Wit'h an intensifying system such as
1,-1 moving northeastward, onc would norrnallycxpect
some northward
mot'ion of t'he radiation Low relative to the surface Low,
reflecting themovement of highestclouds.Howevcr,
in
4. 24-HOURCHANGES ININTENSITY
this case, the radiation Low and trough were apparently
in the region of mostintenseconvergenceandverticaI
Duringtheintensification
of asurfaceorupperair
motion just ahead of the surface position of the occlusion
Low there is an increase in size, verticaldevelopment,
(figs. 7, 9,10).
I t was also not'edint'he
few available
and meridionalexpansion of the cloud pattern.These
cases that radiation Lows relat'ed to surface Lows which
changes are reflected in the radiation pattern.
The changes in value of the radiation center reflect the were weakening or not changing retained t'heir same relainterdiurnal change in intensity of its surface counterpart t,ive position. L-2 and T A and thcir radiation Lows are
for five of eight high cent'ers and four of six low centers good examples.
Another indication of surface Low intensification, based
studied here (figs. l l a and b). Reasons for the "misses"
on radiation map data alone, is t'he change in orientation
are difficult to determine but somepossiblities are: the
pressurechanges may have been too srnall toresult in of a radiation low pattern from east-west to north-south
changes in clouds and radiation intensity; the clouds may coupled wit'h a decrease inmagnitude of theradiation
already have been a t maximum height. From the limited
cent,er.This occurred with L-R-I and GR-7 over the
examples available,onecansay
that in all four cases 3 days of maps. The reverse applies to a weakening syswhen the %-hour change in magnitude of the surface Low tern, as exclnplified by L-R-2 and L-R-4.
was greaterthan 10 mb., the changeinradiationLow
5. 24-HOUR MOTION AND 500-MB. GEOSTROPHIC
intensity was in the samesense.
FLOW
Intensification of a surface center is
also indicated by
24-hour shiftsin the relativepositions of its relatedradia-Figurcs
I l a a n d b and table 1 show a possibly useful
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11.-(a)
Surface and radiation center continuity, Dccernbrr
1-3, 1959. Thesurfacepressurecenterlocationsareindicatedby
circles, their values in millibars are underlined, and their 24-hour locations are Connected by a dashed line. The radiation center locaX lW3, and their 24-hour locations are connected by a solid
tions are indicated by squares, their values are in Langleys per minute
line. (b)Additionalsurfaceandradiationcentercontinuity,
llecember 1-3, 1959.

FIGURE

relationshipbetween t11e:interdiurnal movements of the
mid-latitudesurface and associated radiation Lows and
Highs. The 24-hour motion of six of the seven radiation
Highs available for study was within about 20' and 10
kt. of that of their related surface system.
The seventh
example, comparing the motions of H-R-4 and H-4, is

complicat,cd by H-4's becoming absorbed in surface High
H-2. The 24-hour movements of all seven radiation Lows
followed that of their surfaceLow within these same limits.
A positiverelationship is found betweent'he 24-hour
motion of the radiation low center and the average 500mb. geost'rophicwindvelocityover
its area of motion.

613342-61-2
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Computations were made from contour spacings on the
NationalWeather
Analysis Center 500-mb. mapsfor
December 1 through 4,1959 (figs. 3, 6,9, 10). The motions
of four of seven radiation Highs were within 20’ of the
direction and between 40 and 60 percent of the speed of
the related 500-mb. geostrophic wind velocity (table 1).
The radiat’ion Lows’ motions show even bett’er correlation. Six of the seven cases for which data are available
were withintheselimits.
The sevent’hcaseinvolves the
intensesurfaceLow 11-7 and radiation Low L-R-7 on
December 3 . A closed Low also developedin the upper
air maps to a t least 300 mb. (highest level available for
study) and hence the 500-mb. level cannot be considered
a “steering” map for that system.
Theseresult’s indicate that the radiation
low center’s
motion could be used to det>ermine the 500-mb. flow
pattern, and the approximate location
of t’he corresponding
surface Low cent’er,its movement’, and
possible changes in
its intensity.
The cirrus clouds causing the tropical radiation Lows
were probably between 12 and 16 km. Although the 500and 300-mb. analysesextendonlyto
15’-20’ X., the
contourpatternindicatesthewesterly
flow continued
farthersouth
a t theseandhigher
levels, causing t h e
generally eastward mot’ion of H-R-1, L-R-5,
and LR-6.
G R - 3 could have been under the influence of the equtttorial westerlies which,according to [6], canextend. to
16 km.
These
subtropical
centers
also showed good
continuity (fig. 1la).

6. CONCLUSIONS
The relativelysimpleomnidirectionalwhiteradiation
sensor aboard Explorer VI1 measures long-wave radiation
at night which, when converted to Langlcys per rn-inutc,
can be used to produce radiation maps. I n mid-latitudes,
where adequate data exist, the radiation pattern is consistentwiththenephanalysispatternandwithsynoptic
features.
Analysis
techniques
are
similar
those
to
presently used for surface and upper air maps.
The radiation map appears tooffer many aids toanalysis
andforecasting,particularlyforareas
of sparse data,
which should
be
confirmed by
further
study.
Best
results are for the mid-latit’ude low center relationships.
The radiation low cent’er gives an approximation of t,he
location,mot’ion, and change of intensity of the surface
low center. I n addition, in limited areas where the direction of motion of the radiation Low is available, the upper
airpatternand
500-mb.winds maybeapproximated.
A special synoptic
sit’uation,
the cyclone
family,
is
recognizable andthe generallocation of the associated
maximum winds may be determined. I n all latit,udes the
radiation analysis whether determined
by radiation data
alone, nephanalysis alone, or a combinationof bot’h, shows
good continuity (figs. l l a and b).
It may also be possible to determine vertical motion
patterns from the radiat’ion mappatterns,particularly
when combining the low resolution, quantitative radiation
map figures from Explorer VI1 with the high resolution,
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qualitative cloud pictures from TIROS.Researchon
this relationship is being conducted at the University of
Wisconsin.
Radiationmeasurements from twosatellitesinpolar
orbits would increase observation densit’y and make t’he
maps more nearly synoptic, increasing t’heir accuracy and
value. Data storagecapabilityaboarda
single sittellit’e
would make it possible to have radiation maps for the
entire eart’h using just single, or a few, readout stations.
The conclusions arrived at arebased on data not always
11s complete as desirable andon maps which are both nonsynoptic and few in number. However, these limitations
are mitigated by theconsistency of the relationships over
the 3-dayperiod and, in the northern latit’udes, by the
density of radiation observations which lessened subjectivity.
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